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Abstract
Purpose: To provide educational intervention to improve the knowledge and self-confidence of
nurses in ambulatory and urgent care clinics in detecting early deterioration, intervening, and
evaluating changes in patient condition using a consistent assessment tool. A review of the
organization policy indicated a process to call the medical alert response team (MAR). However,
there was no established algorithm for nurses to escalate or implement interventions when they
noticed a patient condition change. An informal survey of ten assistant nurse managers in the
ambulatory and urgent care clinics asked about their calling process for MAR and what
interventions are used yielded inconsistent practices across the board. An unofficial survey of
clinic nurses suggested a lack of knowledge and self-confidence in nurses for recognizing and
implementing appropriate intervention when there is a change in patient condition.
Method: Extensive literature search using CINAHL and PubMed databases for peer-reviewed
articles relevant to the topic.
Results: An educational intervention that enhances nurses’ knowledge and self-confidence in
recognizing and activating appropriate intervention empowers nurses to utilize critical thinking
and clinical judgment to provide high quality and safe care to their patients, thus decreasing
failure to resuscitate.
Conclusions and Implications to practice: There is a need to provide educational intervention to
improve the knowledge and self-confidence of nurses in ambulatory and urgent care clinics in
detecting early deterioration, intervening, and evaluating changes in patient condition using a
consistent assessment tool.
Keywords: Educational intervention, nurse’s knowledge, self-confidence, low fidelity simulation,
modified early warning score, outpatient.
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Introduction and Background
Patient safety forms the foundation of healthcare delivery as patients’ biological,
physiological, and safety needs depend on clinicians’ knowledge, skills, and attitudes. The 1999
Institute of Medicine (IOM) report highlighted the need for improved quality of healthcare
delivery, thereby bringing patient safety to the forefront in health care. Over the decades, the
IOM report on To Err is Human: Building a Safer Health System and the follow-up report,
Crossing the Quality Chasm brought attention to health care professionals on the safety of
patients and the quality of care provided to improve patient outcomes [1, 2]. Patients’ safety
involves sets of organized influences such as cultures, processes, behaviors, technologies, and
healthcare environments in reducing risks, avoidable incidents, and impact on patients,
employees, and the organization [3]. Thus, given the challenges from the aforementioned
influences faced by the nurses and support staff in outpatient settings, creating a culture of
nourishing educational opportunities to enhance their knowledge, competencies, and selfconfidence for the utmost goal of positive patient outcomes and experiences is imperative.
Institute of Medicine (IOM), Crossing the Quality Chasm Committee, established six
aims for patient care improvement that have guided health care systems in the quality and safety
of patients entrusted in their care. The six aims are safe, effective, patient-centered, timely,
efficient, and equitable care [1]. Each of these aims contributes to the quality and safety of care
provided to a patient and meets the patient’s needs. The Quality and Safety Education for Nurses
(QSEN) faculty understand the challenge’s enormity, empowering nurses to transform healthcare
and improve the quality of care and patient safety. The QSEN aim is to transform healthcare into
reducing preventable harm to patients and improving the competencies of the workforce [4]. So,
providing an educational intervention that focuses on improving nurses’ education and self-
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confidence is part of a system process to empower nurses to improve the quality and safe care
they provide to a patient.
In a non-profit local government-run organization’s outpatient clinics, inadequate staffing
is a big challenge that impacts the workflow, safe care processes, and quality of care nurses
deliver. Consequently, most of the direct patient care in the outpatient clinics is performed by the
support staff, Licensed Vocational Nurses (LVNs), and Medical Assistants (MAs). Whereas the
limited Registered Nurses (RNs) in the outpatient clinics focus their time on patient care
coordination, patient education, triaging, and responding to patient messages and medical
emergencies. The staffing challenge presents an opportunity for nursing staff knowledge and
self-confidence-based quality improvement educational intervention in the outpatient setting.
Teaching nurses through simulations or case scenarios reflect on and unfold cases to
apply knowledge, recall previous experiences, and examine the impact of a decision on a patient
[4]. Knowledge begets awareness of a situation and self-confidence. A recent code blue at a local
government outpatient clinic highlighted the importance of developing and implementing an
educational intervention that would include RNs and other support staff (LVNs and MAs).
During the code blue situation, the support staff showed poor knowledge and self-confidence in
noticing, activating, and responding appropriately to the interventions. Hence, it prompted the
need for educational intervention that improves nurses’ knowledge and self-confidence and
improves awareness of patients’ conditions, especially in real-time. Recognition of subtle signs
and symptoms of deterioration in patient conditions and activation of appropriate intervention is
critical in improving patient outcomes [5].
Several authors have validated the importance of the early warning score (EWS) tool to
assist nurses in recognizing and intervening appropriately when a patient’s condition
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deteriorates. Early Warning Score (EWS) is an assessment tool that supports nurses in early
recognition of change or deterioration in patient condition and promptly initiating appropriate
intervention or communicating the change to the physician [6]. EWS assessment data could be
vital signs, urine output, level of consciousness, oxygen saturation, and any other vital objective
monitoring data the patient care team is collecting on the patient to make an informed clinical
decision. However, Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS) adapts the EWS to suit a particular
patient care unit or specialty based on the level of care and resources available to monitor the
patient and collect the information. In their systematic review, [7] and [8], in their scoping
review, concluded that using EWS by nurses ensures patient safety and improves outcomes. [8]
suggested that nurses rely on the data they extract from the EWS system to decide on
intervention.
Educating and empowering the RNs and the support staff to recognize abnormal vital
signs or changes in patient conditions and activate appropriate responses is critical in improving
patient outcomes in outpatient clinics. Therefore, developing an educational intervention system
that endows nurses, including the support staff, with the knowledge, self-confidence, and
assessment tools to provide high-quality and safe care. Support staffs and RNs are the backbones
of care delivery in outpatient settings [9]. As a result, understanding their challenges, work
relationships, and knowledge gaps and implementing an educational intervention to promote
their knowledge, skills, self-confidence, and enhanced teamwork is essential in optimizing
patient care delivery and outcomes.
Norris et al. [10] identified barriers that hinder nurses in activating appropriate
intervention when there is a deterioration in patient condition. Some barriers identified by [10]
include lack of nurses’ knowledge, self-confidence, insufficient monitoring of vital signs,
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infective communication, overreliance on notification of a provider first, lack of education,
appropriate training, the disparity in shared decision, ownership, and individual responsibility.
Their integrative literature review, [11] identified patient assessment, patient knowledge, nurse
education, and equipment as factors that impede nurses’ recognition of patient deterioration.
Thus, the use of algorithms enhances the nurse’s ability for efficient and holistic
assessment in the early detection of patient deterioration and appropriate intervention [8]. The
study by [12] suggested that a modified early warning score (MEWS) is a helpful tool in
predicting patient deterioration and the need for admission from an emergency room. Although
the MEWS was developed for the inpatient setting, MEWS can be calculated from the available
vital signs in the emergency room or outpatient setting to make a clinical decision and a point of
reference compared to the efficacy of an intervention [12].
Theoretical Framework
Tanner’s Clinical Judgment Model (Tanner’s Model) of noticing,
interpreting, responding, and reflecting is a theoretical framework that aligns with the nursing
process of assessment, diagnosis, planning, implementation, and evaluation [13]. Nursing care of
a patient involves assessing the patient situation, nursing diagnosis, planning of nursing
intervention, implementation of an intervention, and finally, evaluation of the intervention that
was implemented. Tanner’s Model of noticing, interpreting, responding, and reflecting mirrors
the nursing process concept. Thus, using the concepts nurses are familiar with is imperative to
drive nursing training.
Hanley et al. [14] used three concepts of Tanner’s Model of Noticing, Interpreting, and
Responding in clinical practice in their quality improvement process to improve patient safety by
teaching the nurses how to operationalize in clinical practice. [15] Tanner’s clinical judgment
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model in a high-fidelity simulation scenario for undergraduate nursing students to manage a
patient with gastrointestinal bleeding. The result showed a significant increase in the students’
theoretical knowledge, clinical performance skills, and self-confidence [15].
Failure to recognize a change in patient condition or deterioration could lead to failure to
rescue. Improving nurses’ ability to quickly recognize changes and apply appropriate
intervention improves patients’ chance of positive outcomes. The development of case scenarios
based on the clinical judgment model and evaluation of nurses’ clinical judgment during
simulation practice will help construct a meaningful simulation experience that could impact
nurses’ care delivery [15]. Using Tanner’s Clinical Judgment Model, the nurse would recognize
the decline in patient condition, interpret the change, implement an intervention, and reflect on
the outcomes on whether the interventions were effective.
Methods
Integrated Literature Review
This literature review is aimed to gather evidence to support educational intervention for
nurses using standardized modified early warning score (MEWS) and low fidelity simulation or
case scenarios to improve nurses’ knowledge and self-confidence. An extensive literature search
through CINAHL and PubMed databases for peer review articles were done. An Initial search
with CINAHL with a search limit under ten years for a Modified Early Warning Score yielded
201. However, when the search was limited to pre-hospital, the yield was seven. A search
through PubMed yields 387 articles. However, a search limited to pre-hospital and outpatient on
Early Warning Score and ambulatory reduced the yield to thirty-seven. Furthermore, this number
fell to ten when limited to the Modified Early Warning Score. The Johns Hopkins Nursing
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Evidence-Based Practice (JHNEBP) tools were used to appraise each piece of evidence for its
level and quality.
Alam et al. [16] conducted a systematic review of seven articles to assess the impact of
EWS and MEWS combined with or without an outreach service on a particular patient outcome.
The authors found a positive result from the study towards the trend in using MEWS and EWS
helps nurses recognize patients with the potential to deteriorate. In addition, EWS may be used to
initiate treatment promptly, which could affect patient outcomes.
Burger et al. [17] used a mixed-method study to develop and validate a modified
situation, background, assessment, and recommendation (SBAR) communication tool integrating
components of Cape Town MEWS to score vital signs for reporting early signs of clinical
decline in patient condition. This study was the first modified early warning score linked to
situation, background, assessment, and recommendation (SBAR) communication. The tool was
validated and found to be reliable. Although MEWS is a vital assessment tool in recognizing
deterioration in patient conditions, [17] recommend that it cannot be substituted for clinical
judgment. Even though it was single-site research, the SBAR communication tool linked with
MEWS improved communication among clinicians. Hence, effective and accurate
communication between nurses and other healthcare clinicians is imperative in the patient care
and may impact patient outcomes. Therefore, incorporating an assessment tool with a
communication tool allows the nurse to communicate a patient’s vital information to the provider
effectively.
Dalton et al.’s [18] qualitative study suggests that nurses’ knowledge based on instinct
influences the nurse’s assessment of changes in patient condition. Nevertheless, the nurse’s
knowledge of the patient and the nurse’s intuition are critical in detecting the subtle differences
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in the patient’s condition [18]. At times known as “gut feeling,” intuition is a process based on
knowledge and experience nurses integrate with analyzing and synthesizing objective data when
making clinical practice decisions [19]. A nurse’s intuition is a unique ability for the nurse to
connect past knowledge and experiences and uses it to connect with the present situation. Often,
the nurse’s sense of knowing, coupled with past experiences, impacts their ability to recognize
and manage a patient’s change in condition. Although nurses may find intuition challenging,
they still lean towards it when appraising a critical patient care situation [18]. The study
emphasized the importance of nurses using MEWS to assess and escalate the patient situation.
The integrative review by [11] noted the complexity and multifaceted nature of recognizing and
managing deteriorating patients. Thus, making it essential for nurses to combine intuition,
objective vital signs, and clinical judgment when assessing a deteriorating patient.
Hanley et al. [14] retrospectively reviewed and identified strategies to enhance nurses’
clinical judgment by developing and adopting an early warning score system. Their findings
include delays in recognizing changes in patient condition promptly, interpreting the implications
of the changes, and intervening appropriately [14]. In addition, they attribute a lack of critical
thinking to the breakdown of care. Their finding led to a quality improvement project that
improved nurses’ confidence in recognizing deterioration and providing objective data to the
provider, improved clinicians’ communication, and decreased inconsistency in patient
assessment, interpretation, and response to changes in patient condition. Decisions made on
objective data derived from EWS, such as abnormal vital signs or changes in the level of
consciousness, offers the nurse the opportunity to be proactive and deliberate with
communication with the medical alert response team or provider and intervention provided [14].
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[14] concluded that Early Warning Scoring (EWS), by providing objective trends in vital signs,
impacted nurses’ way of communication, assessment and interpretation skill, and confidence.
A quality improvement study by Lee et al. [5] suggests that nurses felt more confident in
their knowledge, skills, and ability to recognize and activate intervention after attending a
simulation educational intervention. Using simulation in educational intervention and
incorporating specialty-specific scenarios allow nurses to improve teamwork, communication,
and critical thinking in an environment familiar to them [5]. Scaramuzzo et al. [20] and Elder
[21] also reported improving nurses’ knowledge, self-confidence, and competencies after
completing educational intervention using simulation.
Ludikhuize et al. [22] conducted a quasi-experimental study on the effect of protocolized
measurement (three times daily) of the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS) vital signs
versus measuring when clinically indicated. The study suggested that recording comprehensive
sets of vital signs and MEWS three times per day resulted in better recognition of physiological
deviations, a substantial rise in call-out rates, and more consistent activation of the rapid
response team, thereby providing an opportunity to avoid adverse effects. Although in the
outpatient setting, most deteriorating patients are transferred to a higher level of care as soon as
paramedics arrive or when they are stable enough to transport. Irrespective of the patient’s length
of stay in the clinic, the patient should be under constant observation by a nurse and objective
assessment data collected, recorded, and appropriate interventions applied.
Norris et al. [10] suggested that nurses who participated in patient rescue educational
intervention competency showed improved knowledge and self-confidence in recognizing and
activating appropriate responses after the educational intervention. By investing in patient
deterioration simulation educational intervention for nurses, nurses demonstrated competency
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and self-confidence in managing patient deterioration [10]. Joho et al. [23] also support that
improving nurses’ knowledge, skills and self-confidence is vital in improving patient outcomes.
Parker [24] conducted a descriptive, cross-sectional, correlational study to ascertain the
correlation between nurses’ decision-making and rapid response team (RRT) calls. The study
suggested that analytical decision-making appeared to correlate with an increase in the frequency
of RRT activation. Hence, timely recognition of patient deterioration prompts the nurse to
activate appropriate intervention such as early communication with the provider or calling RRT,
code blue, or 911. An increase in activation of RRT is related to a decrease in in-hospital
mortality rate because monitoring and early detection of patient deterioration is the first step [24]
to achieving patient safety and positive outcomes. Therefore, early recognition of a patient’s
deterioration prompts a nurse to activate a medical alert response (MAR) team, or apply
appropriate intervention, thereby impacting the patient outcome. [25] noted that effective
activation of RRT/MAR could save lives. [24] highlighted the significance of nurses’
knowledge, self-confidence, critical thinking, and clinical judgment while assessing, interpreting,
and intervening when there is a change in patient condition. Collecting objective data from EWS
or MEWS system is the first step in recognizing a change in patient condition. However, quickly
interpreting the data collected and responding by calling MAR/RRT or notifying a provider
impacts the patient’s outcomes. The study also highlighted the role of nurses in surveillance and
recognition of deterioration in patient conditions as initial steps for nurses in the promotion of
safe care [24].
Smith et al. [6] conducted a systematic review searching for evidence to develop
guidelines to develop and implement EWS at facilities within the Veterans Affairs system. The
study suggested that the early warning scoring system performs well in forecasting death within
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48 hours. The study also indicated that the implementation of EWS will increase the use of
nursing staff in the clinical setting and increase the nurse’s critical thinking, clinical judgment,
and activation of the rapid response system. However, the effect on a patient’s length of stay in
the hospital or ICU remained uncertain. Even though this study was based on the inpatient
setting, it showed the significance of EWS, which can be modified as MEWS tools suitable for
use in an outpatient setting. In their systematic review, [8] suggested that nurses rely on the data
they extract from the EWS system to decide on intervention.
Williams et al. [26] conducted a systematic review to examine whether early warning
scores can predict critical illness in the prehospital setting and affect patient outcomes. The study
concluded that early warning scores in the prehospital setting appeared helpful in predicting
significant changes in patient condition and outcomes. Despite the pre-hospital setting
challenges, such as patients presenting with non-specific signs and symptoms, and limited
diagnostic tests, EWS is critical in its predictive accuracy, clinical utilities, and general ability
when used in conjunction with clinical judgment [26]. [27] Their systematic review reported
prehospital use of EWS and demonstrated that EWS can be successfully used in predicting
deterioration in patients in a prehospital setting. Using the data extracted from EWS helps
recognize the patients’ deterioration and is significant in assisting decision-making that impacts
the outcomes of the patient [27]. Although [26] noted that an ideal EWS in prehospital should
have high sensitivity and be specific with data. Langkjaer et al. [28], in their qualitative
exploratory design, noted the complexity of identifying patient deterioration by nurses. in
addition, nurses find EWS meaningful in identifying patient deterioration. They concluded that
clinical assessment and data collected from EWS should be weighed equally high. Otherwise, if
both are neglected, it could impact patient safety and outcomes [28].
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Table 1: Integrated Literature Review Evidence Table
Authors
Alam et al.
(2014)

Types of studies
Systematic Review

Focus of study
EWS in hospital
setting

Findings
Positive trend towards better
clinical outcomes after introduction
of an EWS system.

Burger et al.
(2017)
Dalton et al.
(2018)

Mixed-method
Study
Qualitative Study

MEWS with
SBAR tool
Nurses’
assessment and
response with
MEWS

Improved communication with
clinicians.
Identified factors that influences
nurses critical thinking and clinical
judgement.

Hanley et al.
(2016)

Retrospective
Quality
Improvement

EWS and nurses’
clinical judgement

Improved communication and
decreased variation in assessment
and interpretation of patient status.

Lee et al.
(2019)

A Quality
Improvement
Program
Quasi-experimental

Simulation,
scenarios

Simulation and scenario beneficial
to nurses’ learning and knowledge.

Ludikhuize et
al. (2014)

Norris et al.
(2019)
Parker (2014)

Experimental
Quantitative
A Descriptive,
Cross-Sectional,
Correlational Study

Smith et al.
(2014)

Systematic Review

MEWS

Recording of comprehensive sets of
vital signs and MEWS three times
per day resulted in better
recognition of physiological
deviations, a substantial rise in callout rates, and more consistent
activation of the rapid response
team, thereby providing an
opportunity to avoid adverse
effects.
Education training Showed competency during patient
with Simulation
deterioration.
Ascertaining of the The study suggested that analytical
correlation
decision-making appeared to
between nurses’
correlate with an increase in the
decision-making
frequency of RRT activation.
and rapid response
team (RRT) calls.
EWS
EWS results in increased number of
activation of codes and RRT.
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Williams et al.
(2016)

Systematic Review

Prehospital EWS

The systematic review was unable
to determine if the use of EWS in
the prehospital setting improved
patient outcome as none of the
studied in included in the review
directly compared the effectiveness
of an EWS with clinical judgment
in improving patient outcomes

Table 2: John Hopkins Nursing Evidence-Based Practice Appraisal (JHNEBP)
Authors

Strength of Evidence

Alam et al. (2014)

Systematic Review - I

Quality
Rating
A

Burger et al. (2017)

Mixed-Method Design – Level III

B

Dalton et al.’s (2018)

Qualitative - Level III

A/B

Hanley et al. (2016)

Quality Improvement - Level V

A

Lee et al. (2019)

Project Development – Level V

A

Ludikhuize et al. (2014)

Qualitative Exploratory Design – Level III

A/B

Norris et al. (2019)

Experimental Quantitative – Level II

B

Parker (2014)

B

Smith et al. (2014)

Descriptive Cross-sectional correctional quantitative
– Level III
Systematic Review – Level I

Williams et al. (2016)

Systematic Review – Level II

A

A

Results
Through educational intervention using a standardized assessment tool, nurses in
outpatient clinics will have the enhanced knowledge to recognize abnormal vital signs, change in
patient condition, and confidence to activate appropriate intervention, thereby reducing failure to
14

rescue and improving patient outcomes. Incorporating MEWS with low fidelity simulation or
case scenarios in educational intervention for nurses has improved individual nurses’ ability to
recognize early changes in patient condition, collect and interpret objective data, and
communicate effectively with the care team in real-life situations.
Discussion
The literature review aims to develop an educational intervention using MEWS to
enhance nurses’ knowledge and self-confidence. Due to the unpredictability of patient conditions
and constant change in care delivery, nurses and support staff need adequate preparation and
education to recognize and intervene appropriately when there is a change in patient condition
[29]. The preponderance of literature review has shown evidence that educational interventions
such as low fidelity simulation or case scenarios help improve nurses’ knowledge and selfconfidence, thereby improving patient outcomes.
The studies reviewed indicated that educational intervention with modified early warning
score tools enhances nurses’ knowledge and self-confidence in detecting changes and
deterioration in a patient, interpreting the changes, and promptly applying appropriate
intervention. In addition, nurses could communicate changes in patient condition objectively to
physicians and the RRT/MAR Team. Although most of the literature on MEWS reviewed was
based on the inpatient setting, a search on prehospital settings yielded substantial results. Results
also indicated that MEWS help nurses notice, interpret, and intervene appropriately.
Implementing educational intervention with MEWS and standardizing the process across
outpatient clinics will create a consistent workflow in practice for nurses within the organization.
In addition, evidence suggests that integrating the situation, background, assessment,
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recommendation (SBAR) communication tool may be beneficial to nurses to convey a patient’s
condition to the provider effectively [17].
Nurses in outpatient clinics knowledge and self-confidence with patients with
exacerbated health conditions are limited. Hence, [20] emphasized the need for nurses in
ambulatory clinics to be competent, knowledgeable, and confident and not be intimidated by
patient deterioration as the sicker patients are coming to outpatient clinics. [5, 20, & 21] reported
that simulation-based educational programs are beneficial to nurses as the teaching increases
their knowledge, competency, and confidence. Therefore, developing an educational intervention
that allows nurses to use low fidelity simulation or case scenarios with the MEWS tool to
practice recognizing, responding, and activating appropriate intervention will enhance nurses’
knowledge, competency, and self-esteem when dealing with actual patient deterioration. In
addition, it provides a standardized assessment tool for nurses to detect early deterioration in
patients and improve patient outcomes.
Recommendation
Nurses’ primary roles include promoting quality and safe care to patients [30]. Early
recognition and implementation of the appropriate intervention is the first step for nurses to
maintain their role in patient safety [24]. Patient-centered care and improved patient outcome is
the core purpose of the quality improvement project [31]. Preparing nurses to effectively
recognize signs and symptoms of patient deterioration and activate appropriate intervention is
significant in improving patient outcomes. In addition, education enhances nurses’ knowledge,
skills, and self-confidence and empowers them to utilize critical thinking and clinical judgment
in recognizing and activating appropriate interventions during patient care. Thus, implementing
an evidence-based educational intervention to improve nurses’ knowledge and self-confidence is
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essential in providing nurses with the required knowledge, attitude, and skills to provide highquality and safe care to their patients. Even though most of the studies on MEWS were based on
inpatient settings, MEWS can be modified to suit the situations in outpatient clinics [12]. More
studies are needed to support the evidence that MEWS will positively impact nursing care in
ambulatory and urgent care clinics. Incorporating low fidelity or case scenario educational
intervention in annual nurses’ competency training is recommended to continuously build on the
knowledge, competency, and self-confidence nurses gained during their early training.
Conclusions
The ambulatory care nurses are not equipped with sufficient knowledge, self-confidence,
and resources to manage patients with exacerbated health conditions. So therefore, these clinics
have resorted to calling MAR or 911 when the patient’s condition deteriorates. All the literature
reviewed suggested that using MEWS helps nurses detect change or deterioration in patient
condition, interpret changes in patient condition, and quickly implement an appropriate response.
Even though most of the studies were based on the inpatient setting, MEWS can be modified to
suit the situations in outpatient clinics [12]. Although nurses in outpatient settings are Basic life
support (BLS) certified, practicing case scenarios, using the resources available to them, such as
standardized assessment tools, annual case scenario or low fidelity competency training, and
application of their BLS knowledge will enhance their knowledge, competence, and selfconfidence and improve patient outcomes.
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